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Why do we study the African Kingdoms? Powerful Sub-Saharan kingdoms were a 
major source of commodities (useful or valuable things) desired by 
the rest of the world – including salt, gold, and ivory. These items 
made cities in these kingdoms wealthy and brought outsiders who 
wanted to convert the local people in religion and culture. Today, 
our world continues to feel the impact of the medieval African 
kingdoms from storytelling, music, and art.  
 
Uif!Mboe!
Geography is the mother of history because it has influenced the history of many 
world cultures and civilizations. Africa is no exception to this. Geography still plays an 
important role in African societies and countries today.  
 

Geography has made the continent of Africa the cradle of 
humankind and the place of origin of many civilizations 
and cultures. The first known African civilization, namely the 
Egyptian civilization, began along the Nile River. The Nile 
River is the longest river in the world. For a long time, Africa 
remained isolated from the rest of the world due to 
oceans, deserts, and forests. Africa is surrounded on all 

sides by water – the Mediterranean to the north, the Atlantic Ocean to the west, and 
the Indian Ocean and Red Sea to the east. There are three deserts in Africa – the 
Sahara to the north and the Kalahari and Namib Deserts to the south. 
 
Africa was also rich in natural resources, which included metal ores, precious minerals, 
and stones, as well as ivory and gold. These resources attracted Europeans to a great 
extent, resulting in the colonization of the 
continent in the early twentieth century. 
Animal life was also abundant in Africa. 
The Africans regarded the animals as their 
brothers. In the past, as well as in present 
times, they depended on the wildlife for their survival as a source of food and trade.  
 
Africa’s isolated character and rich resources, as well as its close proximity to water 
and nature, made it unnecessary for Africans to go beyond their homes. The Africans 
had everything the need to survive and live happily. The isolated character of the 
continent is still apparent today.  
 
Bgsjdbo!Fnqjsft!boe!Usbejoh!Tubuft!
Between 3000 BC and the end of the Middle Ages in Europe, a number of African 
empires and trading states rose to a position of wealth and power. Each owed its 
success to the control of profitable trade routes.  



The Kingdom of Ghana was the first of three powerful 
trading states in West Africa. Arab merchants from 
North Africa carried salt, copper, clothing, tools, and 
dried fruits to Ghana by camel caravan. The Arabs 
traded their goods for gold, slaves, ivory, jewelry, and 
leather goods. Most people in Ghana earned a living 
from farming, but gold was the reason for its wealth and 
power. The Ghana Empire enjoyed its greatest period 

between 800 and 1000 AD. It had an efficient government and an army to guard its 
trade routes. 
 
The Mandingo people of West Africa established the 
powerful Mali Empire. Most Mandingo were farmers and 
cattle herders. The rulers from Mali grew rich from the gold-
salt trade. The empire reached its peak during the 1300s 
under Mansa Musa. Timbuktu, the capital city, became the 
center of government, learning, and trade. The emperors of 
Mali became Muslims, but most people continued to worship tribal religions. Life in the 
Kingdom of Mali became a blend of Muslim and traditional African cultures. 
 
Songhai, another trade state, took control of the West African caravan routes during 
the 1400s and 1500s. Traders from Songhai exchanged gold and other products for 
goods from Europe and the Near East. King Sunni Ali strengthened the empire by 
establishing a central government and unified system of law and order. King Askia 
Muhammad, who succeeded Sunni Ali, expanded trade and encouraged the 
people to practice Islam. He invited Muslim scholars, doctors, and judges to Timbuktu, 
which became a great cultural center.  
 
Xbzt!pg!Mjwjoh!jo!Bgsjdb!
In farming families, men cleared the land and plowed the soil. Women then planted 
the crops and later harvested them. Most villages had a council of elders that made 
important decisions. Council members were respected because of their age and 
experience. Many Africans believed that a Supreme Spirit had created the universe.  
 
They believed that ancestors and lesser spirits passed on their prayers to the Supreme 
Spirit. People held special ceremonies and made sacrifices in order to please their 
ancestors. Spirits were thought to live in such natural objects as soil, rocks, and water. 
People believed that disease, crop failures, and other problems were caused by an 

ancestor or spirit that had not been given proper attention and 
respect.  
 
Stories and songs were passed on by word-of-mouth from one 
generation to the next. Storytellers told tales that often ended with a 
moral about good behavior. One of the most famous stories was the 
epic of Sundiata, which inspired the Disney movie, The Lion King. 
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1. What does the word commodities mean? 
 

 

2. What 3 commodities from Africa were desired by 
the rest of the world? 

 

3. Why is geography considered the mother of history?  
 
 

4. What was the first known African civilization and 
along what river did it begin? 

a. 
b. 
 

5. What 3 things isolate Africa from the rest of the 
world? 

a. 
b. 
c. 
 

6. List 3 natural resources that can be found in Africa.  a. 
b. 
c. 
 

7. Why were the African empires and trading states so 
successful? 

 

8. How did most people in Ghana earn a living? 
 

 

9. What made Ghana wealthy and powerful? 
 

 

10. How did the rulers of Mali grow rich? 
 

 

11. Who was the leader of Mali during its most 
powerful and successful time (its peak)? 

 

12. Timbuktu became the center of… a. 
b. 
c. 
 

13. What religion was introduced to Mali and blended 
with traditional African culture? 

 

14. How did King Sunni Ali strengthen the empire of 
Songhai? 

a. 
b. 
 

15. Why were members of the council of elders, who 
made important decisions, respected? 

 

16. According to many Africans, what had created 
the universe? 

 

17. What did Africans believed caused diseases, crop 
failures, and other problems? 

 

18. How were stories and songs passed from one 
generation to the next and what did the stories usually 
end with? 

a. 
b. 


